
The  u �u QUP �v �v   (Vav of Reversal) - Part One

From the Desk of the Old Torah Reader

Most of you probably know that the presence of a u �u before a verb in Q	�b �T
can change the understood tense from past to future or future to past.  This

lesson will deal with the change of meaning of what looks awfully like a

future-tense verb to have a past-tense meaning.  Notice that I wrote, “can

change,” earlier.  This is because for changing from future to past, the mere

presence of the u �u at the word beginning is not enough—the u �u has to have a

j �T �P underneath it with a J�d �S in the next letter; or in the case of a verb

beginning with an aleph (first person singular), a . �n �e without the next J�d �S;

or in the case of a verb beginning with �h (a sIh with a t �u �J under it), a j �T �P
without the next J�d �S.

An example of the first, and most common, situation is in ,In �J 1-19:

 v« ºg �r�P
k�t �,«s�K�h �n��v ��i �r��nt«T�u
An example of the second situation is in ,In �J 19-4

h��k�t o��f �,�t t� c�t��u oh º r�J�b h$�p�b�F
k �g �o�f �,�t t��¬�t��u 
An example of the third situation is in ,h �a«t �r �C 2-1

o��t�c�m
k�f�u . �r��t�v�u o h��n�*�v U,K-f�h�u
In all of these we see the QUP �v �v u �u, the vav of reversal.

To see how not pronouncing the j �T �P or pronouncing it when not called for

produces an incorrect meaning, consider the following two quotes from

parshat j�K �J �C, which I translate sticking closer to the literal Hebrew rather

than converting to idiomatic English to give the sense as standard

translations do1.  In ,In �J 14-15, G-d tells Moses to lift up his rod, extend

his arm over the Reed Sea, and split it; (and now the quoted part) and the

Children of Israel will come into the midst of the sea on dry ground.

v��J�C�H�C o��H�v QI �,�C k,�t �r�G h
h��b�c Ut« 3c�h�u 
Notice that the u �u in Ut« c�h �u has a t �u �J under it.  The verb is to be construed as

1. This will be standard practice throughout the lessons to better describe what is happening.

Please excuse the infelicities of English that may occur.



future tense.  Now look a few lines later in 14-22.  The Torah narrates what

did happen: and the Children of Israel came into the midst of the sea on dry

ground.

�v·�J�C�H�C o��H�v QI �,�C k,�t �r�G h
h��b�c Ut« 3c�H�u 
Now we have a j �T �P under the u �u, and the verb is past tense.  Think of the

change in meaning if the Torah reader did not make the distinction in

pronunciation!

To reinforce this distinction you may go a few lines down from the previous

examples and compare 14-26 and 14-28.  See if you can find another

example there that illustrates the point just made.

Now you may have noticed that very often the pronunciation of the entire

word changes when the verb has a QUP �v �v u �u.  Thus r �nt«h �u (and he will say)

with the accent on the last syllable changes to r "nt«H �u  (and he said) with the

accent on the next to last syllable.  This advancing of the accent with

concomitant change to the vowels is a common but not universal occurrence.

Furthermore,  it is not a reliable sign of the change in tense—the j �T �P under

the u �u is.  For example, at a pause, such as at the end of a eUo �P, this accent

and vowel change will not occur.  An example from r �C �s �N �C 23-7 is:

 r·�nt«H�u I �kJ�n t�¬�H�u.

Finally, I have to partially back off of what I said previously about how the

j �T �P under the u �u is a reliable sign of the change in tense.  If the first letter of

the verb has a j �T �P-; �y)j as its vowel, the j �T �P under the preceding u �u gives

the standard pronunciation in that case and does not change the tense from

future to past.  An example from a few lines after the earlier examples in

,In �J, in 15-2 is: Uv�b��n�n« �r�t��u.  If this example were one of a QUP �v �v u �u,  it
would read,  Uv�b��n�n« �r�tu with a . �n �e under the u �u.


